
Collection#: 203 

Condition: XF+ 

 

SOLD 
 

 

10¢ fractional currency 3rd Series showing oval image of George Washington.  Numeric 10s either side in oval 

frame with four printed 10's in corners. Green reverse with oval emblem and Roman numeral X with overprint 

black “10” outlined.  Issued in 1863-1867 in place of coins due to shortage of coins during the Civil War, 

authorized by Act of March 3, 1863.  Printed signatures.  Minor fold diagonally across corner of note. 

Friedberg #1255 

 

 

Collection#: 204 

Condition: VF 

 

$40 
 

 

3¢ Fractional Currency 3rd Series showing oval image of George Washington similar to $1.00 bill.  Numerical 

3’s in corners, grey face with graphic 3 printed on reverse in circle.   Issued in 1863-1866 in place of coins due 

to shortage of coins during the Civil War, authorized by Act of March 3, 1863.  Note that these notes were 

carried on continuous strips.  Top and bottom edges are clean cut; two sides have been torn as note was 

removed from its partners.   Friedberg #1226 in VF condition. 

 

 

Collection#: 205 

Condition: XF+ 

 

$40 
 

 

10¢ Fractional Currency 1st Series note with perforated edge.  Green face displays image of George 

Washington with two 10 images either side of bust.  Reverse in black print with image off center in error note 

condition.  (Worth a premium if marketed to error note collectors.)  Unpopular currency issued in 1862-1863 

in place of coins due to shortage of coinage as a result of hoarding during the Civil War.   Friedberg #1242. 

 

 

Collection#: 206 

Condition: UNC 

 

$70 

 

 

1st Series fractional currency, 10¢ note with plain edge and monogram of American Banknote Company on 

reverse lower right corner.  Green obverse image of George Washington with two 10 images either side of 

bust.  Reverse in black print with image markedly off center in error note condition.  (Worth a premium if 

marketed to error note collectors.)  Unpopular currency issued in 1862-1863 in place of coins due to shortage 

of coinage as a result of hoarding during the Civil War.  Uncirculated condition, Friedberg #1242. 


